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Abstract—Cell volume, together with membrane potential and intracellular hydrogen ion concentration, is an essential biophysical parameter for normal cellular activity. Cell volumes can be altered by osmotically active compounds and extracellular tonicity.

In this study, a simple mathematical model of osmotically induced cell swelling and shrinking is presented. Emphasis is given to water diffusion across the membrane. The mathematical description of the cellular behavior consists in a system of coupled ordinary differential equations. We compare experimental data of cell volume alterations driven by differences in osmotic pressure with mathematical simulations under hypotonic and hypertonic conditions. Implications for a future model are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CELLULAR volume has been shown to play an important role in the maintenance of intracellular osmolarity, cell shape, migration, cell proliferation, apoptosis, and regulation of intracellular metabolism [1], [2]. For example, it has been demonstrated that proliferation is stimulated by osmotic swelling or inhibited by osmotic shrinkage, respectively [3], [4]. On the other side, osmotic shrinkage is an early event in apoptosis [5], [6]. Under hypertonic conditions, the influx of extracellular osmotically active species compensates for a decreased cell volume, through the osmotically-coupled entry of water. Cells incapable of this regulatory volume increase are sensitive to apoptosis [7]. Apoptosis-related cell shrinkage is associated with the inhibition of sodium-hydrogen antiporter 1 (NHE-1) [4].

The importance of regulatory pathways related to cell volume is crucial, even during pathophysiological conditions. For example, cell swelling is resulting from a decreased blood plasma osmolarity – hyponatremia, which occurs in situations where hormonal and renal function is impaired. This condition is accompanied by an increased intracellular osmolarity during cellular acidosis and hypoxia [8].

Cell volume alterations are caused by changes in intracellular osmolytes, secretion of electrolytes, Na⁺ - dependent sugar / amino acid uptake, stimulation of Na/H exchange, Na-K-2Cl contraport with insulin and growth factors, to name a few. During osmotic adaptation, the ion concentration difference across the cell membrane causes solvent (water) transport and creates an osmotic pressure difference. Under anisotonic conditions, changes in cell volume are mostly based on cell membrane permeability to water, until equalization of the osmotic pressure difference. Thus, a new osmotic equilibrium of the water across the cell plasma membrane can be reached. Water diffusion transfer across the cell membrane is propagated through lipid bilayer and facilitated by protein channels, called aquaporins [9].

In this study, a simple model of cell swelling and shrinking by osmosis is introduced. The proposed approach aims to simulate the cell behavior in case of continuously changing volume. Thus, mathematical descriptions of cellular behavior consist of coupled system of ordinary differential equations. Osmotic adaptation is measured by experimental data of cell volume alterations, driven by differences of osmotic pressure across the cell membrane. Mathematical simulations and experimental data were performed under different hypotonic and hypertonic conditions.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Experimental Procedures

Cell volumes were acquired by spinning disk confocal microscopy, using 3-D image reconstruction of roughly 50 confocal planes for several different clusters of cells (with different number of cells, shapes and individual volumes in each cluster).

Changes in cell volume were observed under different extracellular osmolarities. The value of 300 mOsm, with a pH value of 7.4, was considered as isotonic. We performed experiments under different extracellular osmolarities for both hypotonic and hypertonic conditions. The initial hypotonic solution (<300 mOsm) was prepared as a mixture of 10 mOmol/l KCl, 1mOmol/l CaCl₂, 1mOmol/l MgCl₂ 2 mOmol/l glucose and 15 mOmol/l HEPES in water. The hypertonic solution (> 300 mOsm) was prepared as a mixture with volumes of 1mOmol/l Mannitol in water. Prepared solutions have been combined to reach the needed osmolarity. During experiments, hypertonic conditions were examined at an osmolarity of 350, 400, 450, 500 and 800 mOsm. Hypotonic conditions were established at 110, 150, 200 and 250 mOsm.

For each cell cluster, volumes were normalized according to initial values (Fig. 1). Hamster PS120 cells, a clone derived from CCL39 cells [10] that expresses no Na+/H⁺ exchanger, were used.
B. Mathematical Modeling

The mathematical description of cellular behavior consists of the coupled system of two ordinary differential equations, solved by numerical integration. The intracellular concentration and cell volume parameters were calculated using MATLAB.

To derive the first differential equation of the system, we considered the flux of water through the cell membrane. Differences in osmotic pressure over cell membrane were established to be the driving force. We proceeded from the changes of volumetric flow rate, which is described as an evolution of cell volume over time (1):

\[ Q = \frac{dV}{dt}. \]

The second differential equation of the system describes the temporal evolution of the intracellular ion concentration during adaptation of the cell volume due to osmosis (2):

\[ c_i(t) = \frac{n_i(t)}{V(t)}. \]

Finally, using (1), (3), (5), we derived the first differential equation of the system:

\[ j = \lambda(\Delta P - \Delta \Pi), \]

where \( \lambda \) is a coefficient of the membrane permeability for water, \( \Delta P = P_f - P_p \) is a hydraulic pressure difference between feed and permeate side of the membrane and \( \Delta \Pi = \Pi_f - \Pi_p \) is an osmotic pressure difference. In our model, we neglected \( \Delta P \) and the \( \Delta \Pi \) was established as the only driving force.

The osmotic kinetics are governed by the difference in the solvent chemical potential across the cell membrane. According to the van’t Hoff’s law, we considered the osmotic pressure to be directly proportional to the solution concentration (5), where \( R \) is the universal gas constant and \( T \) is the absolute temperature:

\[ \Pi = RTc. \]

Using intracellular concentration (2) and changes in the amount of constituent (in moles of substance being dissolved)

\[ dn = -j, S \left( t \right) dt, \]

we computed the first order expansion of the intracellular concentration:

\[ c_i(t + dt) = c_i(t) + \frac{dc_i}{dt} \]

\[ = c_i(t) + j, \frac{S}{V} \]

which allowed us to derive

\[ c_i(t + dt) = c_i(t) - j, \frac{S}{V} dt - c_i(t), \frac{dV}{V}. \]

Accordingly, changes in intracellular concentration over time due to the osmotic adaptation, could be formulated as:

\[ \frac{dc_i}{dt} = -c_i, \frac{dV}{dt} - j, \frac{S}{V}. \]

Using the described approach, we get a coupled system of ordinary differential equations as:

\[ \begin{cases} \frac{dV}{dt} = \frac{\lambda(-RT(c_i - c_{in}))S}{\rho} \\ \frac{dc_i}{dt} = -c_i, \frac{dV}{dt} - j, \frac{S}{V} \end{cases} \]
Because the concentration changes are directly proportional to the osmotic pressure difference, this model is working with the proportion between hyper/hypotonic and isotonic values. Thus, volume alterations due osmotic adaptation have been mathematically simulated for different osmolarities (Fig. 1). Measured cell volumes were fitted with model curves of volume alterations (Fig. 2).

According to the proposed system of differential equations (11), we derived a model theoretical time constant as follows

\[ \tau = \frac{\Delta R T c_i s_i}{\rho V_0}. \]  

Equation (3) is indeed derived from the Fick’s law for water flow through cell membrane of thickness \( l \) with diffusion coefficient \( D_c \). Permeability \( P \) of cell membrane for water is thus expressed as a proportion between diffusion coefficient and the membrane thickness in units of speed:

\[ P = \frac{D_c}{l}. \]
Thus, we finally get a theoretical time constant as a function of water velocity through cell membrane (15):

$$\tau = \frac{\lambda R T c \rho_S}{\rho V_0} = \frac{D c M_w R T c S_v}{\rho V_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$\tau = \frac{D c M_w c_S S_v}{\rho V_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Subsequently, corresponding time constants resulting from fitting experimental volume data with model curves have been assessed for each given osmolarity. We did not observe statistically significant variances between established time constants as a function of changing osmolarity (Fig. 3).

Using (14), we derived formula for water permeability

$$D c = \frac{\tau V_0}{M_w c_S S_v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Thus, for each given osmolarity, we were able to calculate corresponding permeability of water. The following example shows a calculation for a hypotonic condition of 110 mOsm/l, and a corresponding time constant $\tau=0,023 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

$$D c = \frac{0.023 \text{s}^{-1} \times 9.10^{-3} \text{cm} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}}{0.3 \text{Mol} \cdot \text{m}^{-3} \times 1.9 \times 10^{-10} \text{m}^2} = 0.0168 \text{cm} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Values of water permeability for given set of examined osmolarities were falling within interval between 0,016 – 0,028 m.s$^{-1}$.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this paper was to build a simplified mathematical model of cell volume alterations, that enable to test different osmotic experimental conditions. The emphasis has been given to water diffusion through the cell membrane. We followed a classical approach based on Fick's and van't Hoff's laws of cell osmotic adaptation. This leads to a simple computational method for derivation the water permeability through cell membrane.

Water propagates through animal cell membrane mainly via lipid bilayer and water-selective protein channels, aquaporins. Values of water permeability through cell lipid bilayer has been observed to be very low ($P=0.0022 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$, [12]; $P=0.0042 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$, [13]). Such observations are in accordance with a widely accepted solubility – diffusion theory related to transport of small molecules across lipid bilayers.

On the other side, aquaporins significantly increase the osmotic water permeability. High values of water permeabilities are typical especially for kidney proximal convoluted tubule ($P=500.10^{-3} \text{cm.s}^{-1}$) [14], containing mainly AQP1 and AQP7. To determinate the contribution of AQP1 to water permeability of nephrons, water permeability has been compared between wild-type ($P=0.26 \pm 0.02 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$) and AQP1 knockout mice ($P=0.031 \pm 0.007 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$) [15]. Similarly, high water permeability has been observed also for an epithelial cells in the cochlear apex co-expressing AQP4 and AQP5 ($P=156.9.10^{-3} \text{cm.s}^{-1}$) [16]. High permeability of water is in accordance with a low Arrhenius activation energy for water transport through membranes that contain aquaporins ($E_a = 4-6 \text{kcal/mol}$), under comparison with activation energy of water movement across a lipid membrane ($E_a = 8-10 \text{kcal/mol}$). Such a low activation energy is similar to the activation energy for self-diffusion of water or for the viscous transport of water [17].

It has been suggested that the value of water permeability $P<0.005 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$ is reflecting a diffusion purely through lipid portion of the membrane. $P>0.01 \text{ cm.s}^{-1}$ suggests the involvement of water channels in transport [18]. This concept is today widely used in determining the presence of aquaporin activity. According to those criteria, a very high contribution of aquaporin activity on water permeability during osmotic adaptation of PS120 cells is suggested.

However, our model of cell volume alterations is built with few significant simplifications. At first, mechanical pressure and the surface tension have not been taken into account and the osmotic pressure difference has been established as the only driving force during cell volume alterations.

The model primarily takes into account water diffusion across the cell membrane due to the osmotic adaptability. In that case, the cell membrane is impermeable to all the surrounding solute molecules and behaves as an ideal semipermeable membrane. Cell swelling or shrinking is exclusively based on adjustment of the tonicity of cell interior according to the changes in water concentration of extracellular space. Thus, we neglected the regulatory mechanisms of ion fluxes and expected the sum of them across cell membrane to reach zero at the beginning of osmotic adaptation. Therefore, we considered them to be zero in our equations, since they are not operating significantly at the time scales we are working. Under such conditions, we derived values of osmotic water permeability at the very beginning of cell osmotic adaptation for different osmolarities.

Osmotic water permeabilities differ significantly between different cell types. The ease of water penetration depends on the cell type and species of animal. Moreover, the current knowledge on mechanisms related to the volume regulation is reflecting a great diversity related to the transport systems and signaling pathways. Cell volume thus remains a complex matter with significant physiological and pathophysiological consequences.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is based on simplified mathematical model of the cell volume alterations with emphasis given to water diffusion across the membrane, driven by differences between intracellular and extracellular osmotic pressure. This leads to a simple computational method for derivation the water permeability through cell membrane.

Recent findings showed the importance of ion channel activity and related ion fluxes, as well as oxygen species in modulation of the cell volume patterns. Thus, our next
approach will include mechanisms of ion flow into the current model.

**MODEL NOMENCLATURE**

### Variable

- $\Delta \Pi$: osmotic pressure difference between intracellular and extracellular space – the driving force

### Parameters

- $c_s$: molar concentration within cell
- $c_{out}$: molar concentration outside cell
- $D_C$: diffusion coefficient
- $j$: solvent (water) flux
- $j_S$: flux of the particles (ions)
- $l$: cell membrane thickness
- $n$: amount of constituent, moles of substance being dissolved
- $P$: cell membrane permeability for water
- $\Delta P$: pressure difference across the membrane (hydraulic) – between feed side and permeate side of the membrane
- $Q$: volumetric flow rate
- $R$: universal gas constant
- $S$: surface membrane area
- $T$: thermodynamic temperature
- $V$: cell volume
- $\lambda$: coefficient of water permeability
- $\rho$: density of water

### Used Constants and Figures:

- $M_w$: molecular weight of water (0.018 kg mol$^{-1}$)
- $\rho$: density of water (997 kg m$^{-3}$ at 25 °C)
- $c_O$: molar concentration corresponding to isotonic conditions (300 mOsm$^{-1}$)
- $S_0$: surface membrane area of hamster fibroplast [11] (1.9 $10^{-9}$ m$^2$)
- $V_0$: corresponding volume under isotonic conditions (7.74 $10^{-15}$ m$^3$)
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